Abstract: In recent modernized era, the number of the Facebook users is increasing dramatically. Moreover, the daily life information on social networking sites is changing energetically over web. Teenagers and university students are the major users for the different social networks all over the world. In order to maintain rapid user satisfactions, information flow and clustering are essential. However, these tasks are very challenging due to the excessive datasets. In this context, cleaning the original data is significant. Thus, in the current work the Fishers Discrimination Criterion (FDC) is applied to clean the raw datasets. The FDC separates the datasets for superior fit under least square sense. It arranges datasets by combining linearly with greater ratios of between -groups and within the groups. In the proposed approach, the separated data are handled by the Bigtable mapping that is constructed with Map specification, tabular representation and aggregation. The first phase organizes the cleaned datasets in row, column and timestamps. In the tabular representation, Sorted String Table (SSTable) ensures the exact mapping. Aggregation phase is employed to find out the similarity among the extracted datasets. Mapping, preprocessing and aggregation help to monitor information flow and communication over Facebook. For smooth and continuous monitoring, the Dynamic Source Monitoring (DSM) scheme is applied. Adequate experimental comparisons and synthesis are performed with mapping the Facebook datasets. The results prove the efficiency of the proposed machine learning approaches for the Facebook datasets monitoring.
Introduction
In the era of cyber networking, billions of datasets are interacting over webs, industries, institutes and companies. These interactions are increased rapidly with time as well as the datasets reflect the problems and situations of the individuals' current society as well as status. Real world datasets are collected from thousands of web browsers and end users through the social media, such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. Facebook is one of the dominant media that allow users to have efficient and optimal communication. Both Facebook and LinkedIn are popular social media that helps users to assess known people from their list of database [33] . Facebook facilitates this feature by showing message as add friends. Netflix also arrange large datasets for users by maintaining recommender system [2] . Moreover, Twitter organizes the datasets in another ways as real world spelling mistakes and query suggestions [26] . Facebook and Twitter are the key ways to understand the real world, science, markets and politics. Consequently, information mining from these social media methods is very challenging as well as costly, where outcomes become significant after adequate analysis. Thus, network interactions' monitoring is imperative [30] along with video qualities [39] , where users' communication is maintained through text-/video-chat. This monitoring is required to find out meaningful information and users' interest.
Recently, machine learning procedures are important for data processing to guarantee high information quality on the web. Data and information on the Facebook have been changing rapidly over time due to the new information generation and methods that control data transmission via networks from one web to web. Arranging processes for managing such mechanical data at large scale creates many challenges. Thus, researchers and scientists are interested with the way of changing and altering the contents and information during communication over dedicated networks. Now-a-days, a wide variety of approaches have been imposed to track and monitor the Facebook and social media interactions towards smooth and easy communication. These techniques and hybrid architectures helps to maintain such monitoring and tracking interrelated datasets. Simultaneously, machine learning and efficient data retrieving techniques helps to fulfill the demands of the accurate management of Web information. Retrieving data and information from Big data is a demanding task. The existing machine learning techniques' complexities are growing exponentially, which provide very less support for big data handling process. Some popular framework such as Hadoop and standard data warehouse are not worked for large big data processing. However, there are limited works that deals with individual interest [10, 11, 24, 29] . In this regards, technology independent machine learning system are vital for data analysis.
Moreover, it is significant to have balanced interaction among all the nodes in the connected networks for better Web communications. However, this interaction balance is a challenging process as the interactions among the nodes are very much complex due to the continuous increase of the nodes. Fig. 1 illustrated that the relationships are always many to many in the regular networks. In such cases, monitoring of the networks is a critical task.
Fig. 1 Nodes in Facebook networks.
Dynamic monitoring is essential for repeatedly check the interactions among nodes. These nodes perform the automated communications as well as priority based communications. However, priority based communications are not performed always. Thus, in order to achieve faster communications as well as secure message passing, dynamic source monitoring (DSM) and dynamic network communication maintenance (DNCM) are considered. The DSM and DNCM help to track a very large set of the network's nodes that exist in the Web pages. The multi-face nodes are easily monitored by the DSM. This enables self-management/auto-configure the network without extra governmental support, which allow loop free assessment. In order to achieve reliable Facebook tracking, detailed simulation is required. Currently, it is compulsory to have a system that manages and processes millions of Web datasets/documents per day with continuous increased complexity. General approaches such as route finding and route assignment suffer from time consuming as well as space requirements. Thus, it is critical to track a very large datasets with efficient and cost-friendly manner.
Till April 3, 2016 there are about 1.59 billion Facebook users [1] . This number of users is huge and it is complicated to track the communication factors as well as the users' interest. Consequently, the current work proposed a dynamic tracking system with information monitoring association over social media's especially for Facebook. Dynamic associations as well as relationships might help to have sufficient satisfactions over large datasets and interactions. This work is interested with grouping the datasets that collected from active Facebook users to monitor the interactions among thousands of users. The grouping/monitoring processes are performed for big datasets with mapping based machine learning techniques such as Fisher Discriminant Analysis, Canonical correlations, Maximum likelihood and Dynamic Source Monitoring. Thus, the main contribution of the current work is to categorize the interest of Facebook users, gender and age interest as well as to monitor the interactions among the Facebook users irrespective of the gender.
The structure of the remaining sections is as follows. Section 2 includes the related work, followed by the methodology in Section 3. Afterward, the Bigtable data storage system is depicted in Section 4. The experimental results along with the discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 6.
Literature review
Researcher focused on establishing social relationships by using online social networks rather than offline relations to provide strong and effective relations [12] . Teenager people who are suffering inhumanity or unsocial emotion, social network provide the opportunity to develop such friendship and social activities [34] . It was established that social network is important to express identity, which varies from male to female. Social network is essentially flexible to promote individual ethic and customs [6, 7, 19, 32, 35] . Furthermore, individuals can express their views and opinions with their friends or other supports in critical peer based sociality [37] . Such processes of socialization are imperative for psychosocial development. Smith et al. [31] reported that 37% of 18-29 year old youth use blogs and Social network for civic and political engagement. Political candidates are increasingly utilizing social network/media for election publicity and issue-orientated groups [17, 22, 27] .
Various parameters and factors are considered for Social Network (SN) research. Recently, online social sites become popular in the web, where people are searching for friendships and social activates [12] . Hence, the researchers provide their interest toward different social media users on different age groups. They try to find out personal views and reaction that vary with different age groups and gender. Gross and Acquisti [17] presented a survey on 4000 Carnegie Mellon University Facebook profiles from their personal views, opinions and activates. The authors concluded that teenagers have a potential threat for their profile and personal life. Teenager spent most of the time in social media such as Facebook, twitter and WhatsApp for chatting or other unproductive activity. As a result teenagers suffer from less concentration on their academic life. However, social media has positive effect on education through e-learning and integrated framework for education purpose [28] . Some users access the e-learning facilities by using social network to express their knowledge that leads to formal education by using the social networks [3] . Several pilot studies emphasized on the potential of social software, services on school and higher education frame work [15] . Social network provides an opportunity for formal and higher education across geographical context.
Social networking practices are a routine part of teenager and adult people's daily lives. Researchers are interested with the overcoming of the online threat due to the social networks [25] . Thus, several studies are conducted to monitor the social networking using various machine learning approaches. Kamal and Arefin [21] proposed the Apriori algorithm based analysis to assess amount time spending by teenager students in school and college level. An association rules categorized the maximum numbers of hours spent by English medium students. This work considered only one factor, namely the study number of hours. Venkatesan et al. [36] presented a protocol management system based on grouping data privacy on specific database. However this work does not categorized the collected datasets and there is no indications how they have achieved the data in database.
Consequently, the current work (FbMapping) is proposed an automated approach that groups the datasets in certain groups. Moreover, the monitoring system depicted in same work under relations with connected users. Furthermore, several factors are considered to group the interest and monitor the interactions among users. Recently a community detections algorithm has proposed that iter-atively update node information in a local area. This approach works only for a small area or local area. However, our work covers both local and global area [9] .
Methodology
The integration of this work was done with the coordination's of multiple machine learning approaches to design an automated system for monitoring the Facebook Data. Fig. 2 demonstrated the proposed system procedure, where initially data was collected from Web and Facebook pages' users. These collected data contains noise and irrelevancy. 2 depicted that data preprocessing phase was involved to remove the noise and data mismatches. Fishers Discriminant analysis is efficient due to its dynamic managements of large datasets calculations. It helps to measures large datasets iterative over limited contains. Thus, it was used in the current work for noise removal as well as for data classification. Moreover, mapping control and large datasets grouping over individual classes are one of the important and key parts. Map specifications and tabular representations are the pivotal analysis for mapping. In specifications, mapping generates the whole datasets in some data management fields as Row, Columns and table content. These three are the primary instances of mapping. Sorted String Table (SSTable) is another significant element of mapping that ensures dynamic data allocations over limited datasets. It defines the tabular representations repeatedly until it satisfies all the collected data. Aggregation is the intermediate part that associates all the processing and filter the datasets for last level. The aggregation is done with Maximum likelihood and Canonical correlations analysis. Both these two methods allows automated filtering as well as grouping accurate choice of interest that are the pivotal objective of this research. Finally, dynamic tracking system permits automated network tracking with certain approach. Different subspaces of learning methods [18, 23] are used for feature selection and classification.
Fisher's discriminate criterion
Classification is a machine learning approach that aim is to assign a predefined class for every instance. It classifies the existing data set into classes for new instances. Due to the required analysis for large data sets, it is significant to extract features from the entire data set before classification. Afterward, feature selection is used to select the most informative features for the original data set. Several techniques can be used for features selection from large data sets [9, 18] . One of the powerful adaptive learning approaches for data clustering/feature selection techniques is the Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA). LDA achieves good performance for classification by using covariance matrix among the groups [13] . The LDA has used for preprocessing phase that classify the data sets into different class groups. In preprocessing phase, data are selected according to specified data of interest. Fisher Discriminate Analysis (FDA) [14, 16, 38 ] is a popular reduction approach which maximizes between class scatter and minimizes within class scatter. Data preprocessing indicates noise removal and irrelevant data removal. There are sets of machine learning approaches that help in cleaning large datasets. All the methods are appropriate for specific datasets. In this research work, Facebook datasets have been considered that are wide and discrete. In this regard, FDA covers whole datasets in both local and global level. Other methods can handle the problems but unable to consider in separate manner. LDA is classified the observation into two different approaches: Two classes approach and Multi class approach.
Two classes approach
The LDA was introduced by Fisher [14] for two classes to transform multivariate observations x to univariate observations y. The y is classified into different groups that derived from the two possible classes. Suppose there is a set of m samples x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m that belong to two different classes C 1 and C 2 . The scatter matrix for the class i is given by
and m i is the number of samples of C i . The total within classes scatter matrix for two classes is then given by
and the inter-class scatter matrix is given by
The purpose of the LDA of Fisher discriminator is to find the projected vector w that maximizes the Fisher separation criteria, which is expressed by
To determine the value of w, the eigenvalues problem of S b w = λS w w with its eigenvalue was generalized. Assume n number of the original feature set to be {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n }. Then, feature selection is required to select certain number of features, d, F d = {f d1 , f d2 , . . . f dn } from the original features that have the largest Fisher's selection value. Here, d(i) is the selected feature index in the features subset. The selected feature set F d was denoted for the class scatter and within class scatter as
is based on separation criterion that is formulated by
The equations compute all the weights, their standard deviations, weight deviations and associated weight variations with accurate multiplication. A priori algorithm checks the specific facts based on rule base associations. On the other hand, FDA covers whole data sets according to the statistical probabilities and interactions. From the experiment result it has been noticed that, FDA has wide scope to handle both local and global datasets.
Multi-class approach
The multi-class approach is used when the exit observation contains more than two classes. Thus, Fisher's Linear Discriminate will be multiple discriminate analyses (MDA) [11] . As in two classes approach, the multi-class approach will classify the observation into multiple classes rather than two classes. However, the maximum value is computed for several competing classes. The within classes scatter matrix for n classes is calculated by
and the between classes scatter matrix is computed by
wherex is the total mean vector,x
After obtaining S w and S b , the linear transformation matrix W can be calculated by the generalized the eigenvalue problem
By solving the eigenvalue problem, the data were classified into multiple classes, where the MDA provides an optimal classification. Once the transformation matrix W is obtained, the classification is performed based on distance matrix that is calculated by the Euclidian distance using the following expression
In addition, the cosine distance is used
The cosine distance is used to measure the similar interests among Facebook users.
Any new instance z is classified into class C k that is generated by
wherex k is the central point in class C k . Generally, the data is classified based on the centre classified point. This procedure was used for Facebook data classification and monitoring as in the following section.
Facebook dataset processing
Based on the first phase in the proposed system, the FDA was applied for the Facebook user data mining in the pre-processing to achieve good accuracy. In the current work, initial processing is performed with two class approach and later multi-class approach is applied for global data sets. All data sets were divided into two parts based on the gender and age (teenager/adult). Different factors and parameters were inferred from a set of social media users. The important factors are time, people interests such as food habit and the travelling, the number of male/female users, and the number of teenager/adult people users. The preprocessing reduces the data impurities or data redundancy. All the datasets have been cleaned by using FDA with the intra and inter classes. These two types of classes make a boundary of the used mining data sets in the current work. These filtered data sets were used in Bigtable [8] approach in the next phase. To reduce the mining complexity, big table spilt was performed to split the table into multiple tables. For example, the primary categories were the age and gender. Every category had two sub-categories such as gender (male/female) and age (teenager/adult). Assume the number of users based on the two categories in different data records which checked automatically was as follows: (2, 4) , (2, 3) , (3, 6) , (4, 4)}, Age (C 2 ): x = (teenager x 1 , adult x 2 ) = {(9, 10), (6, 8) , (9, 5) , (8, 7) , (10, 8) }.
It is possible to choose multiple classes during the Facebook users monitoring. The total of n classes could be available, where the value of n is varies from ten to twelve.
The classes' mean values arē
By using Eqs. (1) and (2), the scatter matrices of the two classes are as follows:
2 ,
Thus, within classes scatter matrix between the two categories is
and similarly the between classes scatter matrix These matrix values indicate the maximum and minimum value for data filtering, which consider the data range for every category. The valid data range within the class and between the classes are generated and allowed in the current study.
Bigtable data storage system
The Bigtable is a new distributed concept for big data handling as it is considered a cloud computing that operates on thousand commodity servers. It is a distributed file system that manages large size data, such as petaByte structural data. The Bigtable has several advantages including: (i) it uses more than sixty Google product a nd project including Google finance, Google analytics, Google earth, Orkut, Personalized Search and Writely [8] , (ii) Cloud Bigtable allows large scale of single key data without latency, (iii) it is an ideal data source for the map reducing operations, (iv) it achieves several advantages such as simple administration, incredible scalability, wide applicability, cluster resizing, high ability and high performances, (v) it resembles the database and applies many database implementations strategy, (vi) it provides different interface strategy in parallel and main memory database [4, 5] , (vii) it supports a simple data model for client. It provides dynamic control over the data format and layout that allow clients optimal operation in underlying storage, and viii) it can handle structure and unstructured data sets. Typically, the Bigtable's parameters provide the client dynamic control that serve the data from different dedicated servers.
The key element of the Bigtable is the Sorted String Table (SSTable) as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Bigtable is distributed, sparse, and persistent distributer maps. The Bigtable data is indexed by a rows, columns and contents. Bigtable settled this approach after examining a variety of potential uses. Google use their web table for Bigtable processing. In the web table, Google placed the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) as row keys, various web page aspects placed in columns and store the web content in content field. Web data or content are fetched from content field. Bigtable and MapReduce handle large datasets in parallel mode. Bigtable organize whole datasets into parallel tables with multiple rows and columns. On the other hand, MapReduce deploy set of methods in parallel levels. In this regards, Bigtable generates better result for homogenous datasets. All the datasets considered here are homogenous data. As a result, Bigtable outperform MapReduce for this Facebook data monitoring.
Rows
The row keys in a table consists arbitrary data with size from 1bit to 64KB. Bigtable designs decision approach which is easier to the client. Bigtable allows con-current data to update and analyze the system behavior. The data rows maintain the lexical order, where the rows are portioned dynamically. The rows' range is known as a tablet that reduces the overload and units of distribution. For that small range of rows communicate efficiently and provides less overload. Users can easily access the data from small range rows. Moreover, they can reduce the data set based on rows that are selected by the dynamic approach. The selected rows consist of different column families and contents. These contents are selected based on rows and columns using the dynamic approach.
Column families
The column keys are grouped in similar sets called column families, which indicate the user basic controls. Same types of data are stored and compressed in the same column families. Before data insertion, a column is created and then other column is created for another type of data sets. During data retrieve operation, a small number of distinct columns are created with rarely changed families. Each column family consists of anchor and qualifier, where the Anchor represents the cell content and the qualifier may be arbitrary string. Access control and memory as well as the disk management are performed in the column family level. The small part of a table is named as web table that provides multiple operational facilities for column families. Some new data is added, create new derived column to view data for column families operation.
Table content
Each cell in the Bigtable contains different types of data sets that known as table content. This content can have different sizes. They can be assigned by the Bigtable. Typically, the table contents have unique data to avoid data collisions. Stored content data facilitates the user searching process. For optimal user data search in the Bigtable, an ordering procedure is followed, where the top priority data exists in the first content followed by the second priority data in the second cell and so on. The Bigtable considers and collects automatically the less used data as garbage. Thus, the user is always provided by update facilities, where the Bigtable is always updating the data sets. Ultimately total content generates the Bigtable interface.
Building blocks
In order to support parallel processing, big tables build several table block infrastructure. A Bigtable cluster share the table blocks for various types of applications. Big table blocks are concurrently shared for different application. Bigtable performs a cluster management system that allows job scheduling, resources failure, managing resources and memory/machine status. Bigtable is used a persistent and ordered distributed file system, which contains a sequence of blocks. Every block has a size of 64 KB though it's configurable. In order to find the blocks' locations, a blocks index is used. When the distributed file is opened, the block index is loaded in the memory. A lookup operation is used for accessing the table block.
First binary search is used for searching block index, and then find out the block location in the memory.
Generally, the distributed file system has several tasks to i) ensure that master copy of the file is always active, ii) store the bootstrap location, iii) discover the tablet locations to store the Bigtable schema, and iv) store access control lists. However, the main task of the distribution file is to balance the tablet files, to collect the file's garbage and to handle the schemas changes such as rows or column families' creations. A Bigtable clutters store a number of tables, which are small pieces of the file that handles large data sets. Each table contains a set of tables and this tables consists an associated data in row and column range. In the initial phases, Bigtable consists of a single 
The proposed Bigtable for Facebook datasets
In the current work, the Bigtable is deployed for Facebook data mining approach as well as for handling large volume of data sets. The proposed scheme generates a prediction approach for Facebook based on different categories, such as the time spent in social media (Facebook), age of the Facebook users, and the users interest (e.g. food habit, traveling, and gaming). The proposed approach was applied to data sets stored in a file, which divided into different rows, column families and contents as illustrated in Fig. 5a . Every row contains the record and the column families indicate the attributes. Every cell contains the numeric value that indicates the user number in a certain category. The used data sets were previously preprocessed by using fisher discriminate. Every rows, column families and content generate a Bigtable for the used excremental data set. In preprocessing phase, this table reduces the redundant data and the garbage data.
The Bigtable was divided into several known tables as depicted in Fig. 5b . Basically, tablets are table blocks that reduce mining complexity due to their size. Multiple rows allow set the data in a single plate form. Similar rows are easily managed by removing the common entry from large data table. This is one kind of reduction that occurs in MapReduce.
Canonical Correlations Analysis
The interactions among Web and nodes can be adjusted using the statistical analysis. One of the very popular estimation method is the Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [20] . This is a multivariate demonstration that leads to data sets with common items as well as features. Facebook data sets grouping as well as interests on common fields are important to measures the common group. For large networks, it will be easy to handle the complete network with statistical measurements. For example, suppose there are nodes as p and q in two different dimensions as u and v respectively. All nodes in a certain Web networks have been divided into two classes as A and B, where A = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } and B = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n }. The complete relations and interactions were measured in the proposed work in the form of correlations formulas as follows:
are the covariances of A and B respectively. The cross-covariance of A and B is expressed by xy = E[(x −x)(y −ȳ) T ]. In a certain Web networks, the continuous nodes should have some features with appropriate facilities with certain lengths. Two social networks nodes A and B were used to interact with certain j. Moreover, the neighbor nodes were followed the same procedure, wherê
.
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) associates common features of Facebook users in a certain families. It helps to merge all the features with less efforts and time.
Maximum likelihood estimating
Maximum likelihood method is a well known statistical estimation method, where the Maximum likelihood (ML) is an underlining approach that operates on fixed data size. The ML generates a set of probabilities from similar datasets and then selects the dataset with the highest probability. The similarity parameter values are based on the variance and mean for some sample data. The ML used normal distribution to find out the maxim parameters. The maximized value is the agreement of the selected data item with observed data for discrete random variable. The maximized probability was calculated from the distributed random variables, where the ML estimation provides a unified and well defined estimation function for the normal distribution. Since, the ML principle is a straightforward approach, thus it was used with the Facebook sample data. The 450 Facebook users were denoted by X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n } of certain random variables (age group, gender, public view, etc.) The probability of every variable family is P θ (collection of variables). In addition, f (x|θ), x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) are the density functions of the random variable and θ is the true value of the parameters. The estimation value θ for every class variable in the proposed work Facebook monitoring approach was calculated. The likelihood function for the used data set is
where θ is the threshold value for density function. The ML estimator is denoted as θ (x) = arg max P (θ|x).
In the proposed work, the ML was inclined for large data set that has different desirable variables, such as the age group, gender, travelling interest and food habit. For high volume data analysis, the ML generates multiple local maximum values, where it is challenging to find global maximum. The θ (x) is estimated for the variance and standard deviation to remove the unbiased estimator.
A joint probability density function for all the 450 Facebook users' observations should be specified before using the ML approach. For an independent and identically distributed sample, this joint density function is given by
Afterward, the ML estimator for the age group, gender or personal view of multiple observations can be calculated by finding the similarity among the discrete data sets as follows:
This likelihood function returns maximum value for multiple variables for discrete data sets. The equation (3) estimates the probabilities of all datasets exist in the training data table. This probability helps to measure the similarities among all the common features and interest exist on Facebook communications and sharing.
k-NN
a. Basic data classifications are easy and simple. Only distances among points are needed to be considered. Euclidean distance is one of the common ways to solve the similarities among set of points.
b. Datasets that are used here are non parametric. These datasets helps to handle homogenous features and interactions.
c. Since distances are easily measureable, there are very less error rate in distances measuring.
d. All the distances among features and data points are slow in counting. There are discrete options to counts all the points exist. This approach makes the system slow and idle.
e. For counting each points and their associated distances, there consume excessive time.
f. Sometimes unable to find an optimal result from whole data processing area and datasets.
g. Big datasets processing are not suitable by k-NN for a whole. It can take support with MLE.
Maximum Likelihood
a. Maximum Likelihood Estimations (MLE) counts the probabilities for each and every datasets counting for getting desired values. In this work MLE combines whole homogenous data points and features in a specific tables for faster and desired features counting.
b. MLE can cover both parametric and non parametric datasets. There are both options to assess the whole datasets used in this approach.
c. Error rate are also minor and its outcomes are better than that of k-NN.
d. Log normal counting helps to generate faster results and decisions. There are better outcomes than that of k-NN.
e. MLE consumes less time in all respects of data processing.
f. Optimal values are available in Maximum Likelihood estimation. Log normal analysis generates set of optimal result g. MLE is a good option for big datasets processing. It can cover up to five hundred mega byte DNA base pair with single iterative program.
Tracking nodes
Dynamic Source Monitoring (DSM) is interactive demonstrations that automatically create relationships among nodes exist in a specific Web. It is a systematic process with limited memory, time and system processing capacities. In a specific Web, there are huge Facebook users are used to communicate with each other irrespective of the geographical location. These interactions are multi hops exchange approaches to reach the end users communications. When any user or nodes in the Facebook network join or leave the Web, their communications path is easily determined and monitored by the DSM process. Basically, in a specific Web, Facebook users or nodes are existing in very congested way or large in size. Sequences of the next users or nodes are always important due its availability every time to deliver the information. Fig. 6 demonstrated the large Facebook nodes in a Web with the assumption that there are thousands of Facebook users in the Web. Assume a group of users P, Q, R, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z are interacting over a network. A primary user P intended to communicate with U or other network. In this case, the DSM finds a path or route that help to monitor the interaction among nodes exist in a given network as shown in Fig. 7 . This path Consequently, the proposed automated Facebook monitoring is designed to categorize the Facebook users' interest by gender and age. The monitoring process is used to check the interactions among the Facebook users irrespective of their gender. The Naïve Bayes automated classification process for social media data set is employed in the current work. Java tools were involved for the filtering process.
Interactions between two adjacent nodes depend mainly on the outcomes of CCA between the nodes. During the experiments, features of node P were similar with features of Node U . since both Q and U are two adjacent nodes of P however the propagation starts from P to U due to common Facebook features and interest.
Result and discussion
Consider 450 users data for the present experiment in different categories. In order to test the proposed method, Java environment is used during the classification rate, execution time and system performance measurements. Tab. I included the users' record for different classification attributes, where the attributes of the data sets under concern is considered to be 1 or 0. If the users satisfy the attributes condition, then 1 is assigned otherwise 0 is used. In Tab. I, UID indicates the user's ID (identification documents) as unique column. The Bigtable schema contains a primary field and assigns individual number for the 450 users. In the current study, two age groups (teenager and adult) are considered and are indicated in column two and three. In addition, the gender (male and female) and the time spent in the Facebook are considered. Column seven indicates the travelling interest of the Facebook users for choose travelling zone or place. Food habit indicates the preferred users' choices for the restaurants or hotels. Tab. II contains the count of the total users in individual attributes or columns. It indicates the total users count for individual attributes after data pre-processing.
UID
Tab. II depicts the datasets size for mining approach, which is the Bigtable mining approach and Naïve Bayes classification. Since, Fisher discriminate approach requires less time than other approaches. Thus, prior to the classification process, pre-processing phase for the data sets by using fisher discriminate is performed.
The classification execution time
Fisher discriminate used classification techniques for filtering. Furthermore, with the increased social media size, Fisher discriminate speeds up the processes by en-
Attribute
User count abling intra-and inter-class classification. Two classes approach support faster calculation for larger data volumes. Consequently, for the proposed system evaluation, the effort rates along the original values are measured. Fisher classification reduces the data size that reduces the data processing time. Fig. 8 illustrates a comparison of the pre-processing execution time by using the fisher discriminate, Naïve filtering and without filtering. Without filtering is a simple string operation approach that required linear time for generates class group. Fig. 8 Comparisons among without filtering, Naïve filter and fisher discriminate based on preprocessing time. Fig. 8 depicts that the Naïve filtering achieves better relationship between time and user data length than without filtering results. However, the Fisher discriminate requires the least time compared to the other methods. The used fisher discriminate approach reduces sample data in intra-class and between classes. Diagonal linear discriminate is used for sub-groups generation for classification. Fisher discriminate reduces the sample data than the Naïve filter and without filtering. Since, data size become large, then the system complexity of Naïve filter becomes high for classification for social media. Tab. III Classification time for Bigtable and Naïve Bayes classifier.
In Tab. III, the data lengths indicate the number of Facebook users in the Bigtable blocks. A minimum 100 Facebook users and maximum 450 users are considered in the current experimental data sets. It is established that, the increase of the data sets size leads to the increase of the classification time for both classifiers. However, the Bigtable requires less time compared to the Naïve classifier. For example as depicted in Tab. III, for 300 user classifications the Naïve Bayes requires 612 seconds for its classification, while the Bigtable requires 567 seconds. Thus, the Bigtable classifier is 7.35% faster than the Naïve classifier for 300 users' classification. Fig. 9 illustrates the required classification time for the two classifiers. Fig. 9 along with Tab. III depict that the required classification time for the two classifiers (Bigtable and Naïve classifiers). As the number of users is increased, the classification time of both approaches is increased. The maximum required classification time is obtained in the case of 450 users, which is 778 seconds for the Bigtable and 845 seconds for the Naïve classifier. The least required classification time is measured for 100 users. It is clear that for every data set the Bigtable requires less time than the Naïve classifier.
The classification accuracy evaluation
Since, the used data sets are classified based on various attributes, such as the gender (male or female), age (teenager or adult), and the people views (food habit, travelling, sharing emotions). The data set classifications for these different attributes are illustrated are Fig. 10 . Thus, the proposed classification is applied on different table block with different data size. The classification approach is Fig. 9 Classification time by using Bigtable approach and Naïve classifier.
performed on tablet blocks in parallel approach, which enhances the classification accuracy. Fig. 10a illustrates the relation between the data set of different Facebook users and the gender attribute. The figure depicts that most of the males spent their time and share their emotion or personal views than female. For 450 users, about 42% female spent their time in face book, which is close to the male users' number. Fig. 10b includes the same relation when classifying the age group. The user age is considered in two categories: teenagers (≤ 18 years) and adults (> 18 years). It is established that the teenager users addicted in social media (Facebook) than adults. Most of the teenagers spent their time for sharing their personal feelings and emotion, while adults only use social media for communication or needed works. It is near about two third of the user are teenager and others are adult. Since, most of the users share their food habit, travelling interest, political or personal views by using Facebook. Fig. 10c depicts that most of the users use Facebook for sharing their daily activates emotion or fallings. The users choose Facebook to express their food habit. They share their desire food item or choose restaurant by using Facebook. However, the users have less interest for sharing the political views. About 10% of total users share their political views, while about 25% people prefer Facebook for choose historical or travelling place. They share their travelling zones with their friends or followers by using Facebook.
Moreover, the similar classification measurements are performed by using Naïve Bayes to classify the used data based on gender, age group and people view. Tab. IV illustrates the accuracy rate for different data sets. This accuracy is measured for the age/gender group classification using the Bigtable approach as well as the Naïve Bayes.
Tab. IV illustrates the different number of users in the first column. It is depicted that for 300 users, the Bigtable approach is more accurate by about 3.1% Tab. IV Accuracy measurement based on age group and gender.
than the Naïve classifier for male user prediction. For similar data sets, the Bigtable achieves about 5.9% improved prediction accuracy than the Naïve Bayes. Moreover, the Bigtable is also achieves more classification accuracy for age group prediction than the Naïve classifier. Fig. 11 illustrates the Average accuracy rate as well as the classification error rate.
(a) Average accuracy rate for gender attribute.
(b) Average accuracy rate for age group attribute.
(c) Measure error rate Fig. 11 Average accuracy rate comparison. Fig. 11a depicts that the Naïve classifier and Bigtable achieves similar accuracies classification based on gender. Though, Bigtable is slightly accurate than the Naïve classifier due to parallel and small size of data processing. The average accuracy for gender domain of Bigtable and Naïve classifier are 71% and 69%; respectively. Fig. 11b depicts that the Naïve classifier is less accurate than the Bigtable for classification based on age group. Though, the Naïve classifier is a learning approach and good classifier, but its resultant accuracy is fall down when data length is increased. The average accuracy for age domain of Bigtable and Naïve classifier is 69.5% and 68.0%; respectively.
The classification error rate is measured for both classifiers. Basically, the error rate measure in percentage that indicates the number of miss-classified member in a class. When every data element in the classified class is similar to the original data of the same class, the accuracy is closed to 100% and error rate is almost 0% (this result is only for a small portion of dataset) as illustrated in Fig. 11c . The Naïve Bayes error rate is higher than that obtained by the Bigtable approach. Naïve classifier's error rate is high due to high data volume processing. Bigtable is more accurate and less error rate than Naïve classifier. For concurrent data processing and same size of tabular data enhance the Bigtable accuracy and reduce error. For big data processing Bigtable is more optimal than other classifiers.
The aggregation results
Aggregation is a process in which information is gathered and generates a summary form for further statistical data analysis. A common aggregation indicates the collection of data in efficient and effective way for data analysis. It combines the different data blocks in efficient way. Data aggregations have several advantages for large data handling as it manages the user demand for better information, lower transaction cost, efficient data retrieve and query. The aggregation process is performed into several phases, namely i) the first phase, where the relative data are selected for analysis, ii) the second phase, at which the data is integrated from various sources, iii) the third phase that performs the data transformation for specific format, and iv) the last phase is for data reduction, which compresses the data for easiness of operation. The canonical correlation and maximum likelihood operation for the proposed method aggregation are used. The conditional operation is done using the ML to find out the data similarity. Data similarity indicates the similar elements of a class. The ML performs better operation for small data set. The table blocks are aggregated by using coefficient correlation and ML operation for faster transaction. The data sets are compared by using aggregation process using the ML and without aggregation. Tab. V illustrated the comparison of the classification time by using the ML aggregation and without aggregation.
In Tab. V, the data lengths refer to the number of Facebook users in different table blocks named tablet. The other two columns in the table indicate that classification time after aggregation by using the ML and without aggregation; respectively. Different number of table blocks is considered with minimum 100 Facebook users and maximum 450 users for the present experimental data sets. These table blocks are aggregated by using the ML, which performs better result for small data sets, while with the increased data sets; the classification time is increased for likelihood aggregation and without aggregation. The ML requires less time compared to the without aggregation case. For 250 user classification without aggregation, 423 seconds are necessary for its classification, however 397 seconds are required when using the ML for its classification. Thus, the ML is 6.14% faster than the without aggregation case when classifying 250 users. Fig. 12 demonstrates the required classification time using the ML aggregation and without aggregation. 100  134  231  150  214  302  200  312  389  250  397  423  300  422  442  350  513  482  400  592  687  450 623 739
Tab. V Classification time by using maximum likelihood aggregation and without aggregation.
Fig. 12
Classification time by using maximum likelihood aggregation and without aggregation. Fig. 12 depicts that the ML provides a feasible solution for classification, while without aggregation approach requires more time. With increasing the number of users, the aggregation is required more classification time of both approaches. For example, foe 450 users, the classification time is maximum and has the value of 623 seconds and 739 seconds for ML and without aggregation; respectively. The least classification time is measured for 100 users, when both aggregation and without aggregation are involved. It is established that for every data set, the ML needs less time compared to the without aggregation approach.
Moreover, the canonical correlation is employed, which is an aggregation approach. The canonical correlation is more effective in large data analysis. Thus, it is used to find and to identify association among the data sets. The canonical correlation is appropriated for accurate multiple regressions. It determines the cor-relation variant among the data sets. In the proposed approach, the classification time is measured with canonical correlation aggregation and without aggregation as illustrated in Tab Tab. VI Classification time by using maximum likelihood aggregation and canonical correlation.
Tab. VI demonstrates that for 300 users, the canonical correlation approach is 8.30% faster than the without aggregation approach. With the data sets increase both approaches (canonical correlation and without aggregation) have increased classification time. In addition, the canonical correlation is 12.8% faster than without aggregation in the 450 users' case. Fig. 13 depicts the relationship between the classification time and the user data length for canonical correlation aggregation and without aggregation. Fig. 13 Classification time by using canonical correlation aggregation and without aggregation. Fig. 13 established that the canonical correlation performs better than without aggregation. In addition, the canonical correlation requires less time compared to the without aggregation case for every data length. For 450 users, the classification time is maximum and has the value of 445 seconds and 739 seconds for canonical correlation and without aggregation; respectively. The least classification time is attained with 100 users for both aggregation and without aggregation. It is clear that for every data set canonical correlation requires less time than without aggregation.
Moreover, Tab. VII depicts the classification time comparison for both aggregation approach, namely the canonical correlation and ML. The canonical correlation performs better with large data, while the ML handles the small size of data sets. For small data sets, the ML requires less time compared to the canonical correlation.
Data Length

Maximum likelihood Aggregation
Canonical Correlation  Aggregation   100  134  174  150  214  254  200  312  362  250  397  407  300  422  442  350  513  517  400  592  611  450 623 645
Tab. VII Classification time by using maximum likelihood aggregation and canonical correlation.
In Tab. VII, table blocks are aggregated by using the ML and the canonical correlation. The ML performs outperforms the canonical correlation for small data sets. As the data sets are increased, the classification time is increased using the ML aggregation or canonical correlation aggregation. The ML requires less time than the canonical correlation aggregation. For 350 users' classification, the canonical correlation aggregation requires 517 seconds for its classification, while the ML requires 513 seconds. The ML is 0.78% faster than the without aggregation for 350 users' classification. Thus, it is clear that maximum likelihood is little bit faster than canonical correlation. Fig. 14 reflects the classification time for different data length by using canonical correlation and maximum likelihood aggregation.
Fig. 14 established that the classification time for every approach is increased with the data size increase. The ML is efficient with small data sets as it requires less time than the canonical correlation (as in the 100 users' case). However, the canonical correlation requires less classification time with large data sets (as in the 450 users' case).
The preceding results established the efficiency of the proposed system for different classes' classification of the Facebook data sets for monitoring. This monitoring system works by making inference and reasoning on grouped datasets. However, dynamic source monitoring limitations are not considered. During monitoring, there might be loss of data or synchronizations. In that case it will be difficult to track the nodes. This drawback will be overcome in future. Moreover, comparisons between Bigtable mapping and MapReducing mapping will be verified in future work.
Conclusions
This research is focused on grouping the datasets collected from active Facebook users to monitor the interactions among thousands of users. Both grouping and tracking are done for handling big datasets with mapping based machine learning techniques such as Fisher Discriminant Analysis, Canonical correlations, Maximum likelihood and Dynamic Source Monitoring. The FDA was efficient for redundant datasets removal from the training datasets. Pre-processed datasets are then sent to Bigtable phase for efficient mapping. Mapping was used as Bigtable orientation where collected and processed data were sent to group automatically in the specific database. Bigtable also permitted the refreshment of the database tables to repeatedly update with certain period of time. Maximum likelihood and canonical correlations aggregate the mapped data to certain group. For large datasets, canonical correlation outperformed the ML analysis. Alternatively, for marginal and small datasets, the ML was superior to the canonical correlations. Automated Facebook nodes and interactions among users were monitored by dynamic source monitoring.
